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Towards the technological maturity of membrane distillation:
the MD module performance curve
Pablo López-Porfiri 1,5, Sebastián Ramos-Paredes 2,5, Patricio Núñez2 and Patricia Gorgojo 1,3,4✉

Membrane distillation (MD) is constantly acknowledged in the research literature as a promising technology for the future of
desalination, with an increasing number of studies reported year after year. However, real MD applications still lag behind with only
a few pilot-plant tests worldwide. The lack of technology transfer from academia to industry is caused by important gaps between
its fundamental basis and the process design. Herein, we explore critical disconnections by conducting coupled mass and heat
transfer modeling and MD simulations; we use well-known MD mass and heat transfer equations to model and simulate flux over a
typical MD membrane for different geometries, areas, and operational conditions in direct contact configuration. From the analysis
of the results, we propose research guidelines and process development strategies, and construct an MD module performance curve.
From this graph, permeate flow rate, thermal energy consumption and outlet temperatures can be determined for given feed inlet
conditions (temperature and concentration). Comprehensive tools such as this MD module curve and good communication
between membrane developers and process engineers are required to accelerate the process of bringing the MD technology from
a still-emerging status to a maturity level.
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INTRODUCTION
Water has been recognized by the United Nations (UN) as a
connector to climate change and other sectors; correct manage-
ment of water resources is essential to accomplish several of the
UN sustainable development goals (SDG)1. Seawater has been
identified as a nonconventional hydric resource to increase
freshwater supply within 100 km of the coastline, where 40% of
the world’s population dwells2. The idea of desalinization was first
introduced in the XVIII century, but it was not until the 1960s that
it fully developed3. Current technologies in commercial desaliniza-
tion plants are multi-effect distillation (MED)4, multi-stage flash
(MSF)5, and reverse osmosis (RO)6, with growing interest in other
membrane-based processes7. Worldwide, desalinization has
experimented an exponential growth reaching an annual capacity
of about 35 billion m3 within 15,900 operational plants8. The major
shares of these plants are based on conventional technologies,
with 7% of MED, 18% of MSF, and 69% of RO. Notwithstanding,
current conventional technologies are known for their extensive
pre-treatment requirements as well as high-energy consumption.
This last factor is strongly associated with greenhouse gas
emissions, which jeopardize sustainability. The production of a
cubic meter of drinking water from seawater demands
2.6–8.5 kWh, which translates into emissions of 1.7–25 kg of CO2

9.
Membrane distillation (MD) is acknowledged as an alternative

membrane-based approach that could potentially alleviate the
aforementioned high CO2 emissions in the desalination industry
and allows efficient operation at high salt concentrations10. Early
work on MD was reported in the late 60 s, yet it is still considered
an emerging technology. Contrary to the electricity/pressure-
driven RO, water permeation in MD is driven by a thermal process
with minor electrical energy consumption. The electric energy
required for RO is estimated at 2.5–7.0 kWh per m3 vs the 0.6–1.8

kWh per m3 needed for MD. The main difference lies in the high
pressure (20–100 bar) that the RO pumps need to overcome the
osmotic pressure and allow water to permeate through the
membrane at a reasonable rate11. It is worth noting that pre-
treatments to avoid fouling in RO are more complex, thus more
expensive, than simple candle filters or the addition of biodegrad-
able antiscalants that have been reported for MD12. 90–98% of the
total energy requirement in MD is thermal energy13, but the low-
temperature gradients (30–80 °C) needed to carry out desaliniza-
tion by MD makes it possible to directly couple it with renewable
sources of thermal energy such as solar collectors or waste
heat14,15.
However, its technological maturity is far from that of other

well-established systems. Despite the relatively large number of
research articles on MD, patent applications on equipment and
MD processes or membrane development itself have remained
relatively constant over the last decade16. The observed absence
of invention wane or sustained growth delays technological
transfer to industry. These barriers to large-scale implementation
have been previously identified by other authors17.
This article aims to help researchers and engineers gear their

work towards a more focused approach in the MD field to bring
the technology to a higher technology readiness level (TRL); that
is, above TRL 6: system demonstration and up to TLR 8: actual
system completed and qualified18. A deep understanding of the
MD process and new engineering design tools will aid in its scale-
up implementation and will allow for more reliable project
evaluation strategies. Herein, a more accurate approach for the
scale-up procedure is presented, and a module performance curve
is constructed for a typical MD membrane and a range of
operational parameters.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Accurate predictive models for new separation processes are
needed to make operational predictions as reliable as those in
mature techniques such as conventional tray distillation19. The
roadmap of any technology development starts from its
theoretical conceptualization and continues with the develop-
ment of predictive models and equipment sizing procedures that
feed into process design for techno-economic evaluations, as
shown in Fig. 1 for MD. Unfortunately, communication between
these technology development levels in MD often fails. The
fundamental basis usually supports the observed experimental
results but is rarely used for predicting them. Despite the deep
understanding of the phenomena at a micro-level and the
exhaustive experimental efforts made at a macro one, techno-
economic evaluation studies are carried out by simple extrapola-
tion of the results from a single MD module without considering
the effect of the interstage variations on its performance. These
approaches are clearly an obstacle to overcoming the MD
developmental bottlenecks. Therefore, to accomplish its techno-
logical maturity, MD needs to advance in two essential pillars: (i)

research on fundamental phenomena description, enhanced
membrane materials, and operational improvements; (ii) empirical
demonstration of the process feasibility in real applications. A
large number of reports on the use of novel materials for
membrane fabrication can be found in the literature; with the
discovery of graphene, there has been a growing interest in the
use of carbon nanomaterials for MD applications20,21. Well-known
membrane issues such as scaling or fouling also affect MD, and
different mitigation strategies, including anti-fouling materials and
module cleaning techniques have been reported12,22. A more
specific problem for MD is pore wetting, which reduces separation
capacity, and must be prevented23.
Several comprehensive reviews can be found on MD at a

theoretical level10,24. Transmembrane permeation in MD is driven
by the saturation pressure difference on the hot and cold sides as
a consequence of the temperature gradient, as shown in Fig. 2.
Yet, the underlying coupled phenomena is a complex set of mass
and heat processes. For a simple direct contact (DCMD)
configuration, mass transfer is controlled by both Knudsen (Dkn)
and molecular (Dmol) diffusion, whereas heat transfer takes place
by convective (Qh), conductive (Qk), and evaporative (Qλ) flow
mechanisms. The process becomes even more intricate for other
most promising thermal-efficient or flux-enhanced configurations
such as vacuum air gap (VAGMD);25 the diffusion of water in the
air (Dw-air), the convective heat in the gap zone, the vapor
condensation effect (Qcond) and the heat transfer in the condenser
plate have to be also considered. Moreover, regardless of the
configuration, MD is a coupled heat and mass transfer phenom-
enon, where the water permeation affects the driving force, i.e.,
the temperature gradient, on which the vapor flux depends in a
feedback loop. The literature gives in-depth descriptions and
correlations for the mass and heat transfer covering different MD
configurations and geometries26. However, when interpreting the
obtained data, researchers usually split the mass-heat transfer
phenomenon and discuss its effect separately. Such simplification
has led to a misconception of the fundamental basis and errors in
the scale-up procedures, thus limiting the impact of the studies on
MD development.

Ongoing MD development efforts
It is not surprising that to date, there are two orders of magnitude
more scientific MD publications, on both experimental and
modeling, than MD pilot plants testing with a TRL equal to or
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above 827. The European Union HORIZON research and innovation
funding program recently called for MD projects with a total
budget of more than MM €400. Among the target activities to be
covered by this Innovation Action (IA) are scale-up, solar energy
integration, and sustainable membrane materials. The MD market
offers several MD module vendors, yet very few major commer-
cialization attempts are observed28,29. South Korea has stated
seawater desalination as a top priority R&D project, with a special
focus on the RO brine treatment, achieving a hybrid MD-RO pilot
plant with a capacity of 400 m3 per day under the Global MVP
program30. Other full-scale MD systems, 50–100 m3 per day, can
be found in Singapore, Qatar, Maldives, and United Arab
Emirates31.
Great research efforts have been made into overcoming one of

the main MD limitations, i.e., membrane lifespan32. Pore wetting,
scaling, and fouling are among the primary causes of membrane
performance drop over time. Pore-wetting resistance has been
improved by developing superhydrophobic membranes that
optimize the pore structure and by new materials with
omniphobic properties33,34. Reduction of solute scaling or fouling
has been archived by coupling superhydrophobic materials with
effective operational approaches, such as cleaning by gas
purging35. However, there is a trade-off between the aforemen-
tioned strategies, where improving one feature brings in another
issue, hindering the development of an all-purpose membrane.
Notably, the Janus membrane, a “two-faced’ membrane with
different natures, has been shown to be capable to show both
fouling and wetting resistance36. The high thermal energy
requirement is another MD bottleneck to be overcome. In this
aspect, efficient renewable energy linkage, development of new
module configurations, and energy integration designs are the key
research tasks.
Recent pilot plant projects and MD innovations have been

developed aiming at filling the gaps and limitations in the
technology. Multi-stage MD proposals have been studied to
increase permeate production by improving energy recovery and
increasing the total membrane area37,38. Companies venturing
into MD module manufacturing point out the advances made in
new materials for membranes and new alternatives of MD
configurations, mostly from air gap (AGMD) and vacuum

(VMD)27,39. Performance evaluation of a scale-up DCMD system
showed the temperature losses are greater and the permeate
flows lower at the large scale than the small scale40. The use of the
residual thermal energy was identified as the most promising heat
source for MD by a technical-economic study for AGMD and water
gap (WGMD) seawater desalination at different scales of 10, 100,
and 1000 m3 per day41. Exploiting the advantages of the different
technologies in hybrid systems has also been recognized as the
optimal path to reach a commercial and sustainable desalinization
process42,43. However, a full behavior understanding of the stand-
alone technologies is needed to accomplish the integration into
existing plants. Moreover, standardized performance measure-
ment and reporting are required to allow for a straightforward
comparison. The same approach has been suggested for the
energy consumption comparison of different desalination meth-
ods44. The technology transfer from the laboratory to the industry
can be significantly improved with the development of compre-
hensive coupled approaches to allow for feasible technology
scale-up.

Understanding the MD modeling and module sizing
Unlike MD, mature technologies such as RO have well-established
guidelines and software on plant design, process control, and
engineering developments, broadly available in the literature45.
Membrane performance in MD can be obtained experimentally or
predicted by theoretical modeling. However, reported experi-
mental results in the literature normally lack some of the required
data to do a proper scale-up module design; publications typically
contain a brief description of the equipment, primary laboratory
conditions, e.g., hot and cold side flowrates, reservoirs tempera-
ture, the membrane’s physical characteristics, and the average
transmembrane water flux (kg m−2 h−1 or L m−2 h−1, LMH, units).
Experimental error is another major issue regarding MD data
reporting. Researchers often do not report the complete result
uncertainties. Moreover, no mass or heat balances are performed
to validate experimental measurements. Scaling-up processes
require specific module dimensions and geometry inputs, as well
as boundary conditions, e.g., stream flow rate, velocity, and inlet/

M3 M4

M1 M2

b Flow-based scale-up: 0.10 kg s-1 hot and cold streams

c Hydrodynamics-based scale-up: 0.10 m s-1 hot and cold streams

a Lab-scale test:

Cold stream
0.10 kg s-1

0.10 m s-1

21 °C
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Fig. 3 Examples of the flow-based and hydrodynamics-based scale-up approaches. DCMD permeate flux, kg m−2 h−1, simulations over the
membrane surface computed using a coupled mass and heat transfer phenomena model developed in this work. a Lab-scale membrane test
(M0) under defined conditions and an effective area of 0.01 m2; b scaled-up MD modules replicating the laboratory flow conditions of
0.10 kg s−1; c scaled-up MD modules replicating the laboratory hydrodynamics conditions based on the flow velocity of 0.10 m s−1. The
Membrane performance, the total permeate water, is obtained from the flux integration over the membrane area differential. Hot and cold
side flow ratios of 1:1 and inlet temperatures (THot= 81 °C and Tcold= 21 °C) were maintained as constants for all simulations. The membrane
material characteristics are PVDF; porosity: 75%; pore size of 0.45 µm; and thickness: 140 µm. Salt content was not considered in any of the
streams. The flow-based modules (M1 and M2) showed no permeate increment proportional to the area growth, contrary to the
hydrodynamic-based modules (M3 and M4). No increment is observed for the specific thermal energy consumption per permeate unit (STEC),
kJ kg−1, which directly depends on the permeate rate over the membrane area.
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outlet temperatures. These last parameters are imperative to
corroborate the system mass and energy balance.
In this work, we demonstrate how an MD module performance

can be predicted by using already-known MD mass and heat
transfer phenomenology/equations to model and simulate flux
over the entire membrane surface for different geometries, areas,
and operational conditions for a typically reported MD membrane
operating in direct contact mode46,47. Membrane morphology (i.e.,
pore size, porosity, and thickness), operational conditions,
permeate productivity, transmembrane heat efficiencies, and
outlet temperatures have been investigated by coupled heat
and mass models. Multistage scale-up simulations have been also
performed. The model and simulation procedure are described in
the section Methods, and detailed results are available in the
Supplementary Information.
It is worth noting that pilot plant design based only on trial and

error is economically unfeasible, and often relies on lab-scale data.
At this scale, small areas of membrane samples are tested and are

often expected to describe the overall performance of large MD
modules. The scaling-up process using the reported data from lab-
scale experiments is often incorrect, as these data do not meet all
the requirements to be properly introduced in the model. An
example of this situation was simulated, and the results are
displayed in Fig. 3.
For a membrane area of 0.01 m2 (dimensions typically used at

lab-scale), membrane M0 in Fig. 3a, the flux decrease along the
porous film is very small due to small changes in the thermal
gradient, and thus an average flux is typically considered
representative of the overall membrane performance. However,
for large-scale modules (0.25–2.25 m2), where there are significant
changes in the thermal gradient, fluxes are not constant, which
leads to erroneous permeate values. M1 and M2 in Fig. 3b
represent two membranes with areas of 0.25 m2 (M1) and 2.25 m2

(M2) that have been modeled using the reported small-scale (Fig.
3a) flowrates and temperatures, referred to as the flow-based
approach. Under a more realistic approach, the so-called
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hydrodynamics-based approach, the scale-up of the same
membrane area and geometry of the above examples results in
the M3 and M4 membranes in Fig. 3c. The results for M3 and M4

show big differences in water permeation, as compared to those
predicted without considering thermal effects, thus it is key to
replicate the small-scale hydrodynamics (stream velocities) and
system operational conditions that determine the mass and heat
transfers. It is demonstrated that transmembrane flux is a position-
depended parameter and thus, the membrane geometry should
be optimized in any large-scale design approach.
The average flux, in consequence, is not the ideal membrane

performance indicator. The predicted performance of the
membrane module using both the flow-based (M1 & M2) and
hydrodynamics-based (M3 & M4) models differ from the expected
performance, i.e., proportional increments with the area. For the
flow-based approach, larger areas lead to greater deviation (lower
permeate increase) mainly due to the lower flowrates. On the

other hand, the hydrodynamics-based scaled-up membrane
sheets exhibit a closer proportional permeate increment, but it
is still not a linear function. This highlights the need for a thorough
understanding of the fundamental basis in the MD modeling
stage as well as to provide crucial experimental information to
replicate the small-scale results into pilot-scale tests. It would be
also recommended to address the experimental design consider-
ing the large-scale application. Some parameters can be
optimized to increase the water permeation at a small-scale but
are unviable at a larger scale. For instance, high stream velocities
give a significant mass transfer improvement but can make the
system unstable due to increasing equipment vibrations or
compromise the membrane integrity. On the other hand, no
increments of the specific thermal energy consumption, STEC (kJ
kg−1), are observed for all the above examples. Note that the
reported STECs have been normalized by the permeate through
the membrane sheet to allow for a proper comparison between

Fig. 5 Comparison of the predicted performance of a multi-stage MD process design of N modules in series. Given a target total permeate
production (solid lines read to the left) the required number of modules in series, final brine concentration (segmented lines read to the right),
and specific thermal energy consumption, STEC, (at the bottom axis of the chart) is obtained. In yellow, following the proportional strategy
based on N times the MD module with empirical permeate = 38.0 kg h−1 and constant thermal energy consumption = 3072 kJ kg−1; and in
green, by a process simulation algorithm. Membrane M4 from Fig. 3c was used to simulate the multi-stage process following both approaches.

Table 1. Phenomenological descriptions of the DCMD coupled mass and heat transfer used in this work.
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modules’ performances. STEC depends on the permeate rate and
just indirectly on the membrane area; since the energy consump-
tion depends only on the permeate productivity, which decreases
for larger modules, the module sizing must consider the
investment as well as maintenance expenses, over the
operational costs.

From the MD module to the desalinization process design
Once a membrane shows feasibility under certain operational
conditions for a target MD process, process design must be carried
out for techno-economic evaluations. In this context, two
strategies or routes are identified (Fig. 4). First, the empirical
route, where MD prototypes are built with arbitrary sizing criteria
considering lab-scale results, and then tested. If the prototype
does not reach the required performance, a new one has to be
designed, built, and tested again, in a trial-and-error methodology.
Although extensively used, this iterative process is a highly
expensive strategy that not all research projects can afford. A
second alternative is the so-called fundamental basis route. As
discussed in the previous section, the module can be first
designed using an MD model such as the one proposed for
DCMD in this work. This allows for considering several scenarios, in
which a range of design variables as well as equipment
dimensions and geometries can be simulated, leading to
considerable time and cost reduction. Process design based on
fundamental theories can be incorporated into the empirical trial
and error route to set a starting point, thus reducing expensive
module manufacturing.
Furthermore, proportional scale-up designs are typically carried

out in the empirical route, i.e., a proportional number of MD
modules is arranged in consecutive stages to reach the target
productivity. The final process performance is usually obtained
from the empirical data of the tested module times the number of
stages. Results from this approach are misleading since no
variations in the interstage operational parameters are considered.

The increased deviation between both scale-up strategies as stage
number (N) grows, can be seen in Fig. 5. Along the process, the
treated salty water gets more concentrated, the so-called
retentate or brine, and the permeability performance of the same
module drops stage by stage. Additionally, more thermal energy is
required to break interactions between the water and the salt
ions, and consequently, the whole distillation process is under-
sized. Note that the STEC presented in this example does not
consider the initial stream heating, energy recovery, or ambient
losses. Certainly, such deviations from the real process have a
significant effect on the operational and capital costs of techno-
economics evaluations. Multi-stage DCMD analysis results are
available in the Supplementary Information.

The MD module performance curve
In order to connect the MD phenomenological modeling and the
scale-up steps, a thorough description of the optimized module
must be provided. Herein, we proposed the “MD module
performance curve” (Fig. 6), where the inlet feed-stream conditions,
such as temperature and salinity, can be used to predict the
module productivity, energy requirement, and outlet operational
values. The curves in the graph have been built from data
obtained with the developed phenomenological model and
computational simulations, mimicking centrifugal pump curves,
and summarize the DCMD equipment’s expected behavior. The
chart is made for a module of nominal properties (membrane
material, morphology, and area, as well as flow rates and cold
stream inlet temperature). It provides information about the
permeate rate through the module (solid lines read to the left); the
stage thermal energy consumption (dashed lines read to the
right); and the streams outlet temperatures (read at the bottom
axis), for which the feed salinity has no significant effect. Results
have been previously validated with experimental data found in
the literature48,49. Validation data and results are available in
Supplementary Information.
The proposed MD module performance curve allows for a

better understanding of the water recovery process as well as a
finer sensibility analysis within stages. It is possible to identify
operational windows and accurately predict feasible conditions to
work at. As seen in Fig. 6, the module performance is sensitive to
feed conditions; as the feed salt concentration increases along the
stages, the water permeation is reduced, and more energy is
required. Thus, the upstream output affects the next stage input.
Ignoring this effect with a proportional scale-up approach leads to
erroneous technical-economic evaluations.

MD technology development perspectives
The evolution of emerging technologies can be represented by
the hype cycle model50, where a peak of inflated expectations at
the beginning of the cycle is followed by disillusionment and
enlightenment, before reaching a final stage of productivity. MD
has been in the inflated expectations stage for a long time, and no
major signs of enlightenment are evidenced, thus it is probably
now in the disillusionment valley. Efforts to reach technological
maturity must be put on the right track, avoiding missing
opportunities and waste of resources in expensive iterative pilot
assays. Although both routes, empirical trial and error and
fundamental basis, lead to the same outcome, conceptual and
basic engineering designs should come before detailed engineer-
ing. Therefore, a suitable strategy should start from the
phenomenological descriptions, reinforcing the link with the real
applications. We propose following the fundamental basis
strategy under a coupled phenomenon model to aid in the
implementation of MD at an industrial level. It is also imperative
for laboratory-based researchers to measure and report the
parameters and setups’ geometries that determine the MD

Fig. 6 Membrane distillation module performance curve. Example
of a performance curve for a MD module constructed with a
membrane with nominal parameters indicated in the legend. Given
the input conditions of feed temperature (x-axis) and salinity, the
module permeate rate is read to the left from the solid
isoconcentration lines and the thermal energy consumption to the
right of the dashed isoconcentration lines. The outlet streams’
temperatures are obtained from the bottom axis of the chart. If the
module is fed with a 10%wt NaCl brine at 75 °C, the predicted
outcomes from the curve are: a permeate rate of 32.3 kg h−1, energy
consumption of 3132 kJ kg−1, and final hot and cold streams
temperature of 70.1 and 25.3 °C, respectively.
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Fig. 7 DCMD module simulation algorithm developed in this work based on a coupled mass and heat transfer model. Re, Reynold
number; ρ, density; dh, hydraulic diameter; v, velocity; μ, viscosity; Pr, Prandtl number; CP, heat capacity; kw, water conductivity; Nu, Nusselt
number; km, membrane conductivity; em, membrane thickness; hcond, membrane heat transfer coefficient by conductive mechanism; hHot, hot
side convective heat coefficient; hCold, cold side convective heat coefficient; Sc, Schmidt number; Sh, Sherwood Number; kdiff, salt mass transfer
coefficient; Dsalt, salt diffusion coefficient; cm, concentration of salt in membrane surface; CKn, Knudsen diffusion coefficient; Cmol, molecular
diffusion coefficient; Cm, membrane coefficient; A, membrane area; Ji, permeate flux; Qi, transmembrane heat flow; ΔPvap, vapor pressure
difference between both sides of the membrane; a, water activity.
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hydrodynamics. Additionally, mass and energy balances should be
carried out to validate experimental results.
The approach we propose in this work helps to solve the issues

of conventional proportional scale-up methods and allows for
more accurate results. Plotting the MD module performance
curves offers a simple yet comprehensive way to obtain
operational MD module outcomes, which we believe will launch
the MD technology in both academic and applied fields.
The need for overcoming the MD industrial developmental

barriers was recognized almost two decades ago, pointing out the
need to avoid redundant research on already-known topics51.
Nevertheless, still exist several knowledge gaps where research
efforts should focus on. Understanding the membrane wetting
phenomena is key to assessing how the membrane material and
its morphology affect vapor permeation and salt rejection. Yet,
fundamental descriptions are not sensitive enough to be
accurately implemented into the models. Likewise, membrane
coefficient correlations, one of the key scaling parameters, need to
be improved to be able to predict membrane performance. Lastly,
custom energy integration methods, as well as pressure loss
calculations, are required to complete the whole process design.
Moreover, by adopting solar energy to provide hot and cold
energy sources altogether, MD might reach greater thermody-
namic efficiency than electricity-powered RO. The advancement in
these topics together with the given insights in this work, will
warrant the competitiveness of MD and ultimately will reach its
technological maturity.

METHODS
Phenomenological modeling
A coupled mass and heat transfer approach was used to set up the
DCMD model. A flat sheet configuration, such as that in plate and
frame modules, was selected, where three parts were defined: hot
side, membrane, and cold side. The brine was fed at a high
temperature to the hot side channel, while a low-temperature
water stream was fed in countercurrent to the cold side channel.
The flow of volatile species permeating through the membrane,
called permeate, was obtained through the equations displayed in
Table 1. The driving force for mass transfer is the species’ chemical
potential gradient at both sides of the membrane that arises from
the difference in the vapor pressures due to the temperature
gradient. Several models have been proposed to describe the
membrane coefficient being the couple Knudsen and molecular
diffusion mechanisms as the common starting point. On the hot
side, the diluted salts show a mass transfer from the bulk stream
concentrating near the membrane surface thus affecting the
effective vapor pressure. This effect is quantified by water activity.
An adiabatic module was assumed to describe the heat transfer

mechanism. On the hot side, convective heat transfer towards the
membrane surface from the bulk stream takes place. Across the
solid phase of the membrane, conductive heat flow takes place
towards the cold side, while within the free space of the pores,
energy is carried by the volatile molecules quantified by the
enthalpy of vaporization. Lastly, a convective mechanism takes
place from the permeate surface of the membrane to the bulk of
the fluid on the cold side.
Physicochemical properties correlations and thermodynamics

compounds data are broadly available elsewhere.

DCMD numerical simulation
Due to the difficulty to obtain an analytical solution to the coupled
phenomenological model, the MD modeling was carried out by
computational iterative simulation. A custom script routine was
programmed to perform process resolution. The simulation
algorithm is lineout in Fig. 7. The membrane surface is divided
into several interrelated sections in a “balance matrix” of

temperatures and salt concentration profiles52. The phenomen-
ological model is independently applied to every sub-division.
Given the process boundary conditions (streams initial tempera-
tures, composition, and flowrates) and defining the DCMD module
specifications (dimension and membrane characteristics), the
algorithm aims to meet the mass and energy balances. To ensure
the solution convergence, the modified Powell’s method, available
from open-source libraries, was implemented to iterate the matrix
values until it met the balance of both global and every module
sub-division.
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